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hat attracts us to new places? What
compels us to stuff our car trunk
or backpack, to once again brave
marathon drives, truck-stop fare
or the Byzantine requirements of land managers for
a backcountry permit? The trigger can be an aside
by a friend. A snippet of history stumbled upon. A
rumor of rock art or refuge. Or simply a name.
As the sun’s arc flattens and first snow dusts the
ashen peaks that front my hometown, the Vermilion
Cliffs at Lees Ferry promise glorious, exuberant brilliance, one final taste of summer. In these
waning days of the year,

I long for the canyon’s palette, for pastels refracted
by sandstone facades, for arches and alcoves, towers,
and buttes varnished and richly aflame.
Fall is my favorite season in the canyons. The
mosquitoes and deerflies are gone, and so are most
tourists. Clear, tranquil days succeed each other,
gleaming like childhood memories. Beneath vegetal decay, a sweet feeling of loss permeates the air,
which pinches the heart. Gold briefly ennobles box
elders, willows and cottonwoods before winter’s
rude disrobing.

Breakfast on top of the Paria Plateau,
Vermilion Cliffs in the distance.
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My wife Melissa and I pant up the Spencer
Trail’s shade-less switchbacks late in the
day. It’s not late enough, though. Radiation
still blasts the cliffs, causing me to pause
often, wheezing, catching my breath. A cold
I’m fighting does not help either. Welcome
cloud shadows scamper in, texturing terraced walls, safeguarding against blownout photography and bringing moments
of respite. Sibilant, distant Paria Riffle—a
first crimp in the river’s surface announcing
more than 200 miles of thrills—is audible
halfway up the trail, as are shouting rafters preparing to launch the next day who,
loading their boats at the concrete ramp,
discover the water’s temperature: less than
50 degrees, sucked straight from the guts of
Glen Canyon Reservoir.
Together with 10 companions, two Franciscan priests, Atanasio Domínguez and
Silvestre Vélez de Escalante, attempting
to link Santa Fé with the missions at Monterey, California, foundered here in 1776,
in October. After storm-swollen currents
repelled several of their naked swimmers
who lost their bundles of clothes and almost their lives, it thwarted the missionaries on a log raft—three times. Subsisting on
horsemeat while picking their way atop the
rugged Paria Plateau, the party succeeded
upstream, at the “Crossing of the Fathers,”
a ford that Lake Powell swallowed in the
early ‘60s.
The four-mile-long Spencer Trail, built in
1910 by a Colorado entrepreneur who tried
to sluice gold dust from the area’s shale but
went broke, winds past a rusting boiler and
mining equipment, past mesquite with lacy
leaves, past natural-stone structures from
the historic ferry operation and later ones. It
then climbs the plateau facing soused strata
of the Echo Cliffs monocline. Scraps of the
92-foot-long steamboat Charles H. Spencer—allegedly the largest vessel to ever plow
the Colorado’s turbid flow upstream of the
canyon—are visible in shallows made crystal-clear by the dam: a carrier of schemes
and a vision doomed, a fool’s ark now harboring trout.
During the second descent of the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon,
in 1871, the 17-year-old Frederick Dellenbaugh fired his Remington revolver into the

Trout fisherman motoring up Glen Canyon in
the morning.
air near the Paria’s mouth. Silence followed
the violent discharge—then the sound rebounded, multiplied, blossoming “with a
rattle like that of musketry.” Powell’s crew
christened that resonant stretch opposite
the Vermilion Cliffs “Echo Peaks.” The desire to be heard in these titanic gorges, to
assure ourselves that we have substance
against the desert’s vacuum of mute indifference, is all too human. Who has not toyed
with the bodiless voice in the wilderness,
listened to it bouncing off sandstone walls,
clipping syllables from words, to eventually
fade back into silence?
Among the first Anglos to stare dumbfounded at these features was John Doyle
Lee, after the Mormon Church ordered him
to establish a ferry at the Paria confluence,
one of the few sites suited for crossing the
Colorado River. To sustain him and his dependents, 60 head of cattle were herded
down from the north through this gash in
the earth. How the walls must have rung
with cows bawling at the land’s bitterness.
Lee had been scapegoated for the Mountain Meadow Massacre during which a
wagon train of settlers had been attacked
and all adults killed. Reluctantly, the Latter-Day renegade obeyed his call of duty:
to stay out of sight. He disappeared for a
spell, secure between scalloped parapets,
and started the ferry business with a boat

John Wesley Powell had abandoned. U.S.
marshals wanted him also for polygamy. In
the course of an eventful life Lee married 18
women, cohabiting, they say, with as many
as five at once.
The ferry buildings—fortress-like masonry, thick-walled and deeply recessed,
anchored by massive, hand-hewn roof
beams—speak of defensiveness, a haven
against human enemies (the Law, or marauding Indians) and a forbidding climate.
Where the Paria noses past a last constriction on its way to the great river, the
scenery opens. Saltbush dapples a wide and
parched valley, with the occasional cottonwood cluster signaling shelter. Soft hills of
rainbow bands simmer, Chinle badlands
wrinkled by rains. A subtle splendor infuses
the strata transected by Utah Highway 89
to the north and the Colorado’s lazy loops,
each layer responding in its signature way
to illumination and the touch of erosion.
Deeper and deeper, muscle tissue and bone
peel away, revealing Earth’s fine-grained
anatomy, her innermost secrets.
Even accomplished scribes find words
don’t do the spectacle justice. Prose depicting the canyon’s effulgence quickly
turns purple. The American art historian
and critic John Charles Van Dyke was one
smitten with the canyon’s kaleidoscope
atmosphere. “The colors are hectic, skyflushed, fire-fused,” he wrote in 1920, “perhaps leached and bleached by rain or flung
off in vivid tones by blazing sunlight. Sometimes a vermilion-red glows beside a firegreen, while at other times, so subtle is the
blend that you cannot draw a line between
gold and orange or purple and mauve.” Attuned to nuances, he despised noontime,
when the sun wipes out all subtlety. “Only
at dawn or after sunset do the walls and
buttes warm up and glow with hues both
local and reflected. It is one of the astonishing features here that rough-faced rocks
can reflect such brilliant cloud and sky effects…” Prone to ecstatic expressions, John
Muir, whose writings convinced Theodore
Roosevelt in 1908 to designate the Grand
Canyon a national monument, enthused
that, “In the supreme flaming glory of sunset the whole canyon is transfigured, as if all
the life and light of centuries of sunshine
stored up and condensed in the rocks was
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now being poured forth as from one glorious fountain, flooding both earth and sky.”
Muir also confessed his inability to translate such sublime delights into language: “If
paint is of no effect, what hope lies in penwork?” The solution, he slyly concluded, is
to go there and see for yourself.
The sequence of ages takes shape, cohering increasingly, as we gain elevation. Seen
from the cliff top, the river below runs a
profound Prussian blue, mirroring cloud
clippers sailing by. A huge dune descended
to Glen Canyon’s ultimate bend looks like a
possible exit. Vis-à-vis of the boat launch
Lees Backbone ramps up, a Kaibab Limestone scarp that broadens into the Marble Canyon Platform, the white caprock
of which—rising 5,000 feet to the North
Rim—engulfs boaters for miles and miles.
I spot the old wagon-road bed across from
the ferry by which Navajo anglers and picnicking families access the river.
We top out shortly before dusk, in time
to choose a level campsite with a view.
It’s harder to find level than a view on the
blackbrush-studded saddle. To the north,
Navajo Mountain bulges blue with distance,
backdrop to Page, Wahweap Marina, the
Rainbow Plateau—the slickrock scrimshaw
confining Lake Powell. Mount Trumbull on
the North Rim defines the edge of our world
in the downstream direction. In the gloaming, Page flares up, a sea of luminescence fed
by cheap energy from the dam’s flying saucer-sized turbines. The Navajo Generating
Station sparkles like a lit cruise ship with
three ghostly smoke stacks. A bright scatter
betrays Marble Canyon at Navajo Bridge,
where some lucky boaters carb-load at the
lodge before their time-travel adventure.
After the three-quarters moon has set, the
Milky Way easily bests all that wasteful,
human glitter.
Returned from our lofty overnight camp,
I explore lower Paria gorge, still mellow with
shade. The ankle-deep, milk-coffee brown
stream, through which I repeatedly splash,
carries enough silt to convert the Colorado
from green bottle glass to jade. Somewhere,
a canyon wren flutes its descending scales. I
pass a defunct corral and a vulture huddled
on mud glazing the creek’s shore. I remember stepping over a midget rattler around
here once, without it sounding off. Trailing
behind, Melissa had pointed it out to me.
Perhaps, on that crisp autumn morning, the
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snake had been too sluggish to get worked
up.
A stone cairn a few miles in signposts a
jumbled route to the rim, to a place known
as Domínguez Pass. The starving friars escaped the canyon’s grip through this gap,
determined to try their luck elsewhere. Ute
and Navajo mounted raiders took advantage
of it, prowling for enemy livestock. Eerie
figures carved into boulders with blueblack, metallic patinas attest to the Paria’s
importance as a passageway long before Lee
or the Spaniards set foot on its banks. The

Lonely Dell. Though the adjacent stream’s
name derived from the Paiute for “muddy
water,” in Spanish, paria means “outcast,”
a perfect summation of Lonely Dell’s feel,
even today. Behind a white metal gate, fading cloth flowers grace rough sandstone
slabs in a pioneer cemetery. Tan adobe
melds with lion-skin desert. Cobwebbed
and dark as an animal den, a dugout close
by barely seems fit for human habitation.
Lee’s exile ended in 1874, and three years
later, excommunicated by then, he faced
a firing squad for his involvement in the
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John Doyle Lee’s Lonely Dell from the window of a nearby cabin.
pre-Columbian, Glen Canyon Linear-style
glyphs—a boxy, striped sheep and three
gridded figures sprouting insect antennae—
baffle me as would alien footprints. Modern
interpretations of them fail us. The bighorn
hunters that first combed these hollows did
not separate art and religion, humans and
nonhumans, the natural and the supernatural, or a rock and the world. They incised
what came to them in visions or dreams,
what they saw or what they had heard in
tangled stories, it did not matter which.
The land upon which they walked served
as a source of strength. If additional proof
for the difference in mindsets is needed,
consider which modern traveler would patiently chisel messages into monoliths with
flint burins and hammer stones only. Ours
is an age of haste, of reaching destinations
fast. To the First People, and possibly John
Doyle Lee, this was home, not merely country to be traversed.
Just when the sun peeps above the canyon rim, igniting log farmhouses and the
orchard, I again pass by Lee’s homestead,

slaughter. His need for female companionship had tripped him up. He was arrested
while visiting one of his wives. Emma Lee,
wife number 17, kept operating the ferry
until 1879, and then sold it to the Mormon
Church. After it sank, drowning three men
in 1928, Coconino County shut down the
service. Designed to accommodate car traffic, Grand Canyon Bridge (present-day Navajo Bridge) five miles downstream already
was nearing completion; that replacement
became one more step in the domestication
of the Southwest.
Past hopes, dreams and cares, past hatreds and fears crumble in the shadows
of Lonely Dell’s squat remains. Sitting
on a stone foundation, I absorb warmth
and fill up on color, banking both for the
dark months to come. I wonder if Lee ever
questioned the striving of a world, or the
doctrine of a church, he’d physically left
behind. I wonder if, in a chair on his porch,
feet propped on the railing, he sometimes
was simply content to watch the light on the
cliffs change.

